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Foreword 

This publication constitutes four issues of Frontfighter, the .newsletter of the 
European Liberation Front. They have been rescued from oblivion for recirculation 
probably for the first time in nearly fifty years. Despite the difference of type style 
and text justification, some attempt has been made to approximate the layout of the 
or1gmal newsletters which were mimeographed onto A4 sheets. Because of the quality 
of the photocopies some words have become unintelligible. · 

The European Uberat1on Front was created to give effect to the clarion call for 
·European Imperium issued by Francis Parkey Yockey (aka Ulick Varange). Yockey 
begms where Oswald Spengler ends. Spengler defined the organic, cyclic nature of 
civilizations in his epochal "philosophy of history" The Decline of The West. His final 
work published in 1934, The Hour of Decision warned that Bolshevism provided the 
technical leadership of the approaching world "coloured revolution"' a theme repeated 
in Frontfighter. 

To the Spenglerian analysis on the cyclic rise, flowering and fall of civilizations, 
Yockey added the definition of "culture pathology", including "culture parasitism", 
"culture distortion" and "culture retardation"; referring to the impact alien elements 
have within Civilization, and the manner by which Civilization is distorted and 
retarded from its life's course. In the Western Civilization, according to Yockey, 
"culture distorter" is synonymous with the interests pursued by the Jewish People
Nation-State. The West's destiny, if liberated from the influence of the "outer 
enemy" and the "inner traitor" (Jewish interests and their Gentile lackeys 
respectively)is that of Imperium - the Empire of Europe. 

Spengler stated that from out of the Late phase of a Civilization's chaos, emerges 
the revival of Authority and Faith, replacing the decadence of Money and 
materialism, giv1ng the Late Civilization a renewed vigour in the fulfillment of its 
life's course, the finality being Empire. Placing Spengler in the context of the post
war West, Yockey considered that this revival of Authority or "Caesarism" (as 
Spengler called it) had manifested as Fascism. the defeat of Fascism by the 
plutocratic/Soviet alliance was a temporary setback; with a new factor being that the 
USSR had divested itself of Jewish Bolshevism and was pursuing its own pan-Slavic 
imperium at odds with the Judaeo-American Establishment. 

Yockey was born in 1917, in the USA, of Spanish and Irish descent. As a child he 
was a prodigy, a concert level pianist, and went on to pursue his education in law. 
His first published article seems to have been "The Tragedy of Youth", printed in 
1939 in Social Justice, the magazine of Father Coughlin's influential clerical-fascist 
movement in the USA. Although opposing Roosevelt's push into the war, Yockey 
enlisted and served with Army Intelligence until 1943. after the war he served with 
the "American War Crimes Group" in Germany, set up to lynch second string Nazi 
leaders. However, Yockey was more interested in observing what was left of the 
European leadership stratum than writing propaganda for the Allies under the guise of 
"law", and resigned-after an angry confrontation with his "superiors". 

In 194 7 he travelled to Ireland where he wrote his magnum opus, Imperium. the 
same year he contacted Mosley and worked for Union Movement. However, he 
considered Mosley to be compromising with American-Jewish interests and pursuing 
an anti-Russian policy to the detriment of Europe. Leaving Mosley, he and others 
formed the European Liberation Front in 1949, issuing Frontfighter, & a manifesto, The 
Proclamation of London. Having established the Front, after brief employment with the 
Red Cross, Yockey travelled Europe, cultivating contacts, his Imperium influencing 
outstanding European Thinkers such as Evola. He worked with the r1sing Socialist 
Reich Party of Gen. Remer in Germany (which was subsequently banned). In 1952 the 
State Department refused to renew his passport, and placed him underFBI 
surveillance. For some years Yockey went underground, until a chance capture on 6 
June 1960. The "Mystery Passport Man" (as the papers named him) was found dead 
in his cell eleven days later. 

Since that time Imperium and other of his writings have contmued to provide an 
added dimension in realpolitik to the Thinking of those who work for Western 
Destiny. 
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is now ignored by all serious. thinking 
people, for the reality that the so
called "European representatives'' are 
Jewish-White House-Wall St. clique is 

These Inner Traitors believe that by their Jew
adoration prattling they will be able to climb on the band
wagon of the New Age. They are foredoomed to failure. Blinded 
by the sign of super-materialism, and refusing to acknowledge 
the existence of the Spirit of the Age condemns such epithets 
as "democracy": demands the eradication of the International 
Jewish Money Power; and commands the erection of the ORGANIC 
STATE. they are without any FUTURE political potentiality at 
all. 

Europe turned its back for all time on the Party 
Politician, who brought about ruin and desolation. and condoned 
the descration of her holy soil by the mongols of Moscow. 

Through 
the years of agony following upon the Jewish War of Hate. 
Europe looked for a standard that would once again free it from 
the alien yoke of extra-European domination, and recapture the 
greatness of the Fascist Revolutions of 1922 and 1933. 
Europe has not yearned in vain for out of the ruins there 
carne the IDEA of IMPERIUM ! 

This IDEA is· the logical conclusion 
of the NEW ORDER envisaged and worked for by Hitler and 
Mussolini. Fittingly, the organizational expression of the IDEA 
of IMPERIUM - the EUROPEAN LIBERATION FRONT - instinctively 
adopted the symbol of the NEW ORDER - the SWORD of LIBERATION ! 
The mantle of the HEROES has fallen upon our shoulders, and it 
is the mantle of invincibility. 

Let the Jackals of Strasbourg 
strut their little hour. Their slogans and exhortations will 
freeze upon their palsied lips even as they are uttered. ~nly 
the final rigidity of Death awaits them. Strasbourg will 
provide only planned future would-be JUSA colonization. 
The FUTURE belongs to the EUROPEAN IMPERIUM alone. Thus, it is 
the clear duty of every White man and woman to join the ranks 
of the FRONT to fight with us; and to win with us. 

EUROPE AWAKE ! FRONT HAIL ! P.J. Huxley-Blythe 



£. 
THE SPIRIT OF MUSSOLINI lives on 'in Italy today enshrined 

in the dynamic and heroic 
activity of the new champions of 

the Italian detsiny - the Movimento Sociale Italiano. This is 
the organization which the- American -administration in Italy, 
headed by the judas-like de gasperi, is now seeking to 
illegalize. 

Over the past two years the growth of the M s I 
has been tremendous. It publishes no less than a score of 
first-rate weekly papers, a 'daily'. and several monthly 
magazines of high quality. Its organization covers the length 
and breadth of Italy, the Italian colonies overseas, and 
embraces the large Italian communities existing in all 
European lands and South and North America. In the face of 
every form of persecution, murder, and imprisonment, the M s I 
has secured the election of its Deputies to the "National" 
Chamber. Its policies are endorsed by 98% of all Italian 
university students. Its tens of thousands of demonstrators 
throng the squares of Italy. Marching shoulder to shoulder 
they sing again the songs of Italy's great era. Not for them 
the judea-african cacophony of their jitterbug occupiers. 

However, the 
success of the M S I has not escaped the attention of the 
Washington Regime. Down the lightning-conductor. known as the 
Marshall Plan, flashed the directive: Outlaw the M S I ! True 
to form. the de gasperis have hastened to obey. Thus. it is 
that a Bill to outlaw the M S I has been approved by the 
"Italian Cabinet" (American Administration), and will shortly 
be presented to the Deputies for "approval" . Under the so
called democratic Constitution of the "Italian Republic", such 
a decision as that being taken by the "Cabinet" is the 
rightful prerogatuive of the Magistracy alone. Because the 
Magistracy is openly on the side of the M s I. the de 
gasperis have usurped the function of the Magistracy; the 
characteristic hypocrisy of Democracy knows no bottom. 

What is 
the underlying implication of this latest Washington 
insisted persecution? It is nothing less than this: By 
every means within its power the Washington Regime is 
determined to prevent the revival of Fascism, even whilst it 
countenances and condones the existence of Communist parties 
everywhere. By this latest action, Washington underlines the 
undeniable truth of our accusation that: The Washington Regime 
AND the Moscow Regime are essen'tially identical in purpose and 
inspiration, and that purpose and inspiration is 100% JEWISH ! 

Nevertheless, 
in spite of repression-campaigns organized by the de gasperis 
the M s I will not go down. There are no badoglios in the MSI 

camp. None to unlock the fortress gate for the Enemy. The 
overwhelming majority of the Italian people played no part in 
that earlier infamy, and they realise now, more than ever, 
what they lost when Mussolini was murdered by dollarized 
Communists. Twenty-three years of social prgress and economic 
justice were liquidated at one stroke. 

(continued on Page 3.) 



3. 
(The Spirit. of Mussolini continued) 

') 

on that ill-fated 28th of 
ApriL 1945. since that day. by carefully created economic 
conditions, the enforced absence of the Fascist Party, and the 
enormous subsidization of the Communist Party. coupled with 
the inept and corrupt de gasperi administration; the Italian 
people have been drinking deep of the wine of bitterness and 
remorse. The advent of the M s I changed all that. and the 
Italian people rediscovered that spirit which the Duce had 
first kindled in 1922. Will they again stand by in stunned 
silence whilst the new badoglios again strike the murderer's 
blow? With the voice of millions the M s I answer: NO ! 

Let our Italian comrades know that in this their time of 
crisis we of the FRONT are solidly with them. Our faith in 
their loyalty to the principles of the Duce is complete, and 
we have no doubt that they will prove in every way capable of 
meeting the new menace to the Italian people even if this 
means for many of the leaders the making of the supreme 
sacrifice ! The SPIRIT of MUSSOLINI hovers over the Italian 
scene again. The stern, unsmiling features of their murdered 
Duce beckons to YOUNG ITALY. He will not beckon in vain ! THE 
M S I IS KEEPING FAITH ! 

SALUTO ROMANO 

FRONT HAIL 

A. GANNON 
British Frontleader 

ARE YOU DOING ALL YOU Will you send us a regular monthly 
contribution to help us expand and 

CAN TO HELP THE FRONT ??? intensify our public campaign? 
Can you introduce a new reader to 

our circulation list? Are you prepared to organise a group of 
activists in your part of Britain? Can you address public
meetings? Let us hear from YOU ! Address as follows:- Finance, 
Gilbert Hardman; Circulation. Pat Simmons; Editorial, P.J. 
Huxley-Blythe; Organization, L. F. Simmons; Propaganda, Thos. 
Davies; London enquiries. J. Stanley. Mail all matter to:
BCM/Westropa Press, London W.C.l Cheques and Postal Orders to 
be made out to: westropa Press, and crossed. WILL WE BE ABLE 
TO THANK YOU ? 

FRONT PUBLIC MEETINGS have gone on since last A~ril on the 
market-squares of the principal 
towns in the North and North 
Midlands areas of England. These 

meetings have proved highly successful, and only the coming of 
severe winter weather has, temporarily. brought them to an 
end. We are now looking for suitable halls in which to 
continue our camapign throughout the winter months. 

Thos. Davies 
Director of Propaganda 



~. 

OUR DIFFERENCES 
WITH ARNOLD LEESE are well known to our readers. and 

nothing is altered in that respect at 
all. However, in spite of all that has 

gone before, we place on record our complete sympathy and 
solidarity with him in his impending prosecution on a charge 
of criminal libel against the chief of police. Furthermore, we 
agree with every word spoken by Leese on the question of 
paying Fines imposed by the Enemy. instead of electing to go 
to goal. We do not doubt that in this instance Leese will 
conduct himself like a man and like a Fascist. 

A. Gannon 

THE MOSLEY GROUP will have to get along without its • 
Organising Secretary, L.F. Flockhart, 
who has been sentenced to two years . 

imprisonment after conviction on a charge involving sexual
assault upon a youth. What next, 0 Lord? 

MESSAGES OF SUPPORT have been received during the past 
month from Ray K. Rudman, the 

BOERNASIE of South Africa, also from O.E. Kellerman of the 
UNIVERSAL CIVIC ASSOCIATION, also of South Africa. 

MAURICE BARDECHE the brilliant and courageous author of 
"NUREMBERG ou LA TERRE PROMISE", was 
recently expelled from the "British" 

Zone of Deutschland, after giving a lecture advocating the 
unity of the French and German people against Bolshevism. This 
was too much for the "anti-Communists" in the "British" Zone 
this ·year. 

YOU MUST· READ IMPERIUM by Ulik Varange, obtainable 
from this address at 12/6 per set of 2 
volumes post free. No complete 

understanding of the current situation is possible without the 
aid of this great book. IMPERIUM demolishes Marxism. 
Darwinism, Freudianism. Democracy. IMPERIUM tells you how the 
present chaos came about. and what steps must be taken to 
restore the dignity and independence of Europe. Forceful. 
brilliant, prophetic, scholarly, and, above all. 
uncompromising in its assault upon the International Jew. 
Write for free resume of co~ent on this Book by famous 
thinkers and fighters. IT IS A MUST FOR YOUR BOOKSHELF ! Also 
write for your copy of the soul-sttrring, fighting PROCLAMATION 
OF LONDON OF THE EUROPEAN LIBERATION FRONT. containing the 
dynamic PROGRAMME of the FRONT; Priced at 1/- post free. 

MARCH WITH THE FRONT 
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"SENATOR" ATTLEE HANDS OVER 

1951-XXIX E.F. 

the British Navy to Wall· Street by his latest move in 
accepting an American admiral as supreme Naval commander of 
the fleet of the· Atlantic "power". 

For centuries the White Ensign has been the outward sign 
of European sea-power. Wherever it flew it indicated White 
rule. order, and the world-mission of Europe. It remained for 
Attlee to formally end this state of affairs - for, in fact, 
five and six-pointed stars have been becoming ever more plain 
on the White Ensign for the last ten years. What the German 
Army was to Europe on the land, so was the British Navy at 
Sea. Truly. is Europe now stripped of its last vestige of 
sovereignty over its own armed forces, and, thus, for the 
moment, ends the proud history of European armed might - for 
the 'bottom of the barrel' has now been scraped. 

The German military and political leaders have either 
been foully murdered, imprisoned and tortured, or consigned to 
the lowest levels of human existence. Men of genius and 
honour rot in the Jewish prisons of Spandau. Landsberg and 
Nuremberg. The threat of execution has hovered over the heads 
of many of them for more than six years, and still does so. 
Their families and loved ones have been humiliated and 
tortured by a body of Jewish hirelings, posing as an 
occupation authority. no crime has been too low to commit for 
these creatures. Women and children, the aged and the wounded 
have all constituted a fair target for their foulness. Jewish 
hate demands that millions of Gentiles be tortured and 
murdered to satisfy its age-old blood-lust. When will the 
people of Europe rise from their chloroformed stupor and end 
this carnival of bestiality? smashing the jackal-regimes of 
Europe, and sweeping away forever this filthy insane Jewish 
terror-machine. It must come soon! Open the gates while there 
is yet time, for if this is long delayed, the taking back will 
prove to be one of the bloodiest periods in the long history 
of Europe. Let the Jews and their curs take note: We shall 
take back our own! 

And now for the moment I must say au revoir to 
FRONT-FIGHTER. As an active member of the Royal Fleet Reserve 
I have been recalled to duty. But I shall continue to fight 
and spread the message · of ·the coming Fascist European 
Imperium, to denounce its enemies, the Jewish Bolshevisms of 
Washington and Moscow. and to remain a loyal member, of the 
FRONT. So I say: God speed Europe's rebirth! 

Front Hail P.J. Huxley-Blythe 
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"FUHRER" IN SEARCH OF A FOLLOWING ! ! ·! 

by A. GAhNON 

Occasions for laughter are rare indeed in England these days. 
However. this week saw such an occasion . Let me heartily 
recommend to all wearied by Socialist starvation, nauseated by 
Jewish corruption, and enraged by popular complacencf - the 
funniest thing yet; It is the organ of the Mosley. circus 
"UNION", number 58, dated March lOth. 

Most of the entire front page of this hilarious sheet is 
devoted to the news "MOSLEY MOVES TO IRELAND". The negative 
suggestion is almost unbelievable. Like a man who feels it apt 
to hang a card around his neck bearing the legend "I AM NOT A 
THIEF". "UNION" feels obliged to state, and more than once, 
that this move is no "retreat", that Mosley's reasons are 
"entirely convincing" and "welcome" (start looking around for 
another job, Raven Thomson!). Shining forth like Truth from 
the proverbial bushel are veri ties like this: "As far as 
members of the Movement in this country are concerned the 
change will make no difference what-soever, as their Leader 
will be perfectly free to spend as much or more time in this 
country.. as he has spent in Brit ish headquarters during the 
past year or so" (a time less than that referred to is not 
demonstratable). Other priceless pieces are: "We shall lose 
nothing from this move, from which Europe as a whole will gain 
so much", and "in fact all members will recognise that this is 
the only possible answer to a pettyfogging tyrannical 
Government ... " To run-away from your alleged enemies is the 
"only possible answer". that is for a molsey. Then follows 
what amounts to a gigantic insult to the intelligence, 
entirely presumed, we admit. of all readers of "UNION", and, 
in. particu-lar, to performers in the Mosley Circus. Here it is: 
"Anyone who seriously wishes to devote himself to the Union 
of Europe is compelled to seek an other base... " If this 
statement means anything it means that all members of the 
Mosley Circus must immediately leave England and settle 
elsewhere, presumably in Eire. otherwise they will be doing 
nothing of any use to Europe. The irreducible minimum of 
people living in England still attaching any importance to 
Mosley are, self-evidently, not bright, but if they cannot see 
through the hollow mockery of this classic mosleyism, then 
they are. indeed. quite institutional in their mosley
fixation. Of course, except ·for the unimportant item of 
personal wealth, all Mosleyites have an opportunity equal to 
that of Sir Oswald to leave the "Island Prison" and to seek in 
Eire, sustained by thick steaks and succulent bacon rashers, a 
better means of serving Europe. Long ago, as a very young 
member of the pre-war BUF, I used to join in singing a popular 

·parody of "Onward Christian Soldiers" which went something 
like this: Onward Conscript Army marching as to war. Isaac 
Hore-Belisha leads you from the rear. A further variation on 
the same theme may now suggest itself to Mosley adherents. 

Side by side with Raven Thomson's adieu to the "Leader" 
is a framed statement by the "Leader" himself. Written in his 
typical wordy, ·pompous. post-War style, the "Leader" takes no 
less than five paragraphs to get over the message that he 
doesn't 

(Contd. P.3.) 
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(Cont. from P.2.) relish the idea of prison-life just for the 
privilege of addressing a few ticket-holders behind locked 
doors twice a year, or maybe even once. He wants to "break 
locks" or something else equally vague - a sort of frustrated 
Will-to-Burglary. 

What are the real facts behind the Mosley run-out? They 
are ( 1) Mosley's complete failure to attract any measurable 

·following in Britain. (2) Mosley's inability to hold his 
initial body of supporters. (3) Mosley's rejection as the 
Leader of Europe by all major European Fascist movements. (4) 
Mosley's cowardice in the face of minor difficutlies within 
Britain and his deliberate abstention from addressing genuine 
public meetings. 

To cover up his own utter defeat, andSpiritual-isolation. 
Mosley has employed a simple technique of deception. to 
his residualfollowers within Britain he has pretended that his 
main supportlay on the Mainland of Europe, and in doing this, 
banked upon their lack of intelligence of current Fascist 
developments on the Mainland. Alternatively, Mosley has 
informed his tiny . band that the present lack of support by 
the people of Britain is of no consequence, and that their 
chance will come when a major economic depression hits 
Britain. This depression has been arriving almost weekly for 
the past two years; like the charlatans of religion Mosley 
promises a Victory in the Hereafter if only the ashes of the 
present will be sucked with faith. That such a transparent 
deception should still succeed with Mosley's few supporters is 
the greatest proof of their general political ignorance. Of 
course, his paid lackeys are under no real illusion as to the 
failure of the "Leader", but they prefer their present 
occupations to the prospects of a reversion to their former 
callings as laundry-van drivers, labourers, junior clerks and 
stair-sweepers'; for them Mosley represents social-security -
that and nothing more. 

On the Mainland Mosley has told a slightly different 
story to account for his failure within Britain, for at 
various times representatives of the European movements have 
visited Britain to see at first-hand the decaying, political 
mushroom which is Union Movement. Unlike Mosley's humble few, 
these men have been shrewd, experienced political organisers. 
In spite of their obvious difficulties, language and 
unfamiliarity with the British locale, they have soon 
perceived the truth of the situation. To these 
representatives of genuine political organisms, mosley: has 

lyingly asserted that the Labour administration has persecuted 
n1rn and prevented his access to large public meeting halls and 
open-air sites. The truth is, that Mosley has made no attempt 
to engage any large hall for the purpose of holding a mass
meeting. Many such halls throughout Britain have been, and 
still are readily available to him. When they have been 
suggested to him by past officers of the movement, he has 
refusedthem all, for reasons which were entirely unconvincing 
and hollow. His failure to address large open-air rallies is 
equally of his own doing. In the three years of Union 
Movement's existence, mosley has addressed only one genuine 
public meeting, for his few comic-opera appearance' before 
small audiences of ticket-holders, in tiny halls behind•locked 
doors are in no sense public meetings. Withim 18 months of its 
establishment, Union Movement (Continued P.4.) 
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(Cont. from P. 3.) had lost 8/lOth of its effectives as a 
result of Mosley's cowardice and lack of purpose. None ·of 
these facts have, in the end, escaped the genuine European 
movements of the Mainland, and they now know mosley for what 
he is; a strutting, pompous poseur - a matinee-idol grown old 
and fat, rejected by the gallery. but still trying to keep up 
face. Such is Oswald Mosley the micawber of British 
politics, the "Leader• without a following! 

Perhaps the most worthless attempt; to deceive made by 
Mosley, was his suggestion of a voting ~cheme for a European 
Assembly. whereby any European could be elected by any group 
of -Europeans to the Assembly, even if they were resident in a 
different country to that of the candidate. What this 
suggestion meant really was that as no British electors could 
be found who would vote for Mosley under any circumstances. 
perhaps some ill-informed group of people somewhere in Europe 
would vote for him, in the mistaken belief that he had 
something in common with Hitler and Mussolini. This attempt to 
deceive has failed like the others. but if there is anywhere 
in Europe one man who is still unconvinced of the charlatanism 
of Mosley. let that man read the Mosley sheet "UNION". there 
he will find the Enemy terminology used in toto, references to 
"Gestapo tactics·. cheap sneers at Hitler and Mussolini. who 
are alleged to have held narrow views and to have failed, 
whereas Mosley's mind is broad and he has succeeded. Decriers 
of Fascism are welcomed into Union movement with open-arms. 
and criticism of the role of Jewish Washington, Churchill. 
Truman. and of the Jewish Nation is verboten. The classic 
example of this journalistic diarrohea was an attempt to prove 
that it is the Jews who are the Fascists. and not Union 
movement. which abhors the word and can only bear to print it 
in in~erted commas. as an unjustifiable adjective when applied 
to them. By such thomschian logic it will emerge that as the 
Jews are the Fascists - then Union Movement is the Jew. We 
will not disagree with the latter proposition. 

· The final Mosley lie is revealed by his own miserable 
news-sheet. That is. that he is leaving Britain because his 
entry to. movement within, and exit from Bri tian is somehow 
restricted by the Labour regime. For two years Mosley has been 
free to leave Britain as he wished and to return at will. and 
"UNION" IS AT PAINS TO ASSURE THE READERS THAT THIS SITUATION 
IS UNCHANGED SO WHY IS MOSLEY RUNNING AWAY? When mosley 
received his passport two years ago it proved that the Jews 
and their creatures had no fear of him, and were prepared to 
let him indulge his WILL-TO-TQUR and WILL-TO-COMFORT. One of 
Mosley's super-political uses of this freedom was to lunch 
with that famous hostess of Kosher society. the 3 I 4 Jewess 
Mrs. R. Fell owes ( Sinder-von Lowenthal) . upon her yacht. Any 
day now we may hear of a resumption of Mosley's former 
synagogue-opening activities. as in the days when he referred 
to the followers of the Duce as • ice-cream men in 
blackshirts•. Farewell. Sir Oswald- AND GOOD RIDDANCE! 

~·********************* 

WITH THIS ISSUE OF FRONTFIGHTER we say au revoir to P.J. 
Huxley-Blythe as Editor. We are losing an Editor. but not a 
comrade. He will be succeeded by the Director of Organization, 
L. F. Simmons. Feburary and March issues have been- combined to 
enable publication of the April and consecutive issues on 
time. 

ALL WITHIN THE FRONT-NONE OUTSIDE THE FRONT-NONE AGAINST THE FRONT 
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MUSSOLINI THE IMMORTAL 

This issue of FRONTFIGHTER' is dedicated to the memory of 
Benito Mussolini - European Hero and Martyr. It is just six 
years since the Duce was foully murdered - April 28, 1945 -
by the agents of the Kremlin. But the march which led to the 
Piazza Venezia did not end in the Piazzale Loeto! 

When the history of the 20th century is written it will 
emerge that the idea which dominated the political life of 
that Century was Mussolini's Dottrino de Fascismo. Before the 
mantle of martyrdom descended upon the shoulders of the Duce. 
the Idea of Fascism had reached the ends of the earth. The 
final actualization of this Idea will be completed in the 
second-half of this Century. Let no man doubt this: rhe events 
of 1945 may only be viewed as a temporary set-back, for the 
growth of the Fascist European Imperium is, like all REAL 
things. organic. As a plant attacked by parasites becomes 
stunted and retarded before the life-force conquers and 
destroys the invaders, so has Europe, under the plague of the 
Jewish Bolshevisms of Moscow and Washington, become frustrated 
and distorted. But the roots of the European Civilization grow 
deep and wide. Soon will come the counter-offensive, the 
destructioq of the Jewish pestilence, and the full flowering 
of the European Imperium. 

The tragedy of Benito Mussolini. and of his comrade Adolf 
Hitler, was the usual one which befalls all men of genius and 
destiny - that of being born ahead of contemporary political 
thought and action. What was true of Napoleon Bonaparte was 
equally true of Mussolini and Hitler. To them fell the task of 
striking the death-blows at the bleated mass of putrefaction 
which is the Jewish Mammon System; the blows from which we 
shall see it does not recover. 

On the horizon. summoned by Destiny, appears the Shining 
State of the Future - the hierarchical. monolithic. heroic 
Fascist European Imperium, conceived by the brilliant 
Mussolini. and nourished by the blood and sacrifice of the 
Duce and Fuhrer and the countless legionaires of Europe. Over 
our ranks waves the symbol of the New Order - the Sword
banner. Our eyes are fixed resolutely on the Jewish, extra
European, enemy horde. WE SHALL NOT FAIL! 

.· ... ;.·; ~ 
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ARGETINE ENIGMA ? ? ? 

This item does NOT relate to the winding-up of the 
newspaper LA PRENSA of Buenos Aires, by the Argentine 
Government. It DOES relate to the disgraceful persecution of 
Emilio. Gutierrez Herrero, Secretary-General of the UNION 
CIVICA NACIONALISTA, of Argentina, by the , Argentine 
Government. Our relations with the UCN are of the tiest, based 
as they are on the solid ground of a common ideo'iogy and a 
practical, comradely solidarity of action. 

It has long been believed by European Fascists that the 
Argetnine Government was a quasi-Fascist regime: it was hoped 
that it would become a REAL Fascist state. It is true that the 
greatest reason for this belief was a negative reason, turning 
on the point that all the WRONG interests of the world 
appeared to be attacking General Peron and his Government. 
Lesser reasons. on the positive side, were General Peron's 
constructive attitude to the Spanish Government, and is 
immigration policy towards German and Italian exiles. However. 
for a long time now certain disquieting developments have been 
apparent. One of these. and the most important. by far, has 
been the attitude of the Argentine Government in regard to the 
Jewish World Pest. That reliable organ of Jewish opinion, the 
JEWISH CHRONICLE of London. has on several occasions referred 
to the existence of Jewish organizations in Argentina which 
are "pledged" to the support of the Peronista regime: the same 
source has also reported General Peron as stating that he will 
not permit any organized anti-Jewish activity in Argentina. 
Other official stupidities include the pronouncements that the 
Peronista party is based on the same aspirations as the 
"British" Labour Party, which is enough in itself to make any 
European Fascist vomit. A lot more could be said in similar 
vein. Someone should inform General Peron, for his coutnry' s 
good, and his own. of what happens to those who get into bed 
with the Jews - they are usually found suffocated! Jewry knows 
only one law of conduct in regard to Gentiles - that of a 
blood-sucking vampire. Let General Peron believe he is "using" 
the Jews. He will learn the hard way. from which there is no 
recovery. 

In marked contrast to the mediocre conduct of the 
Peronista party is that of the UCN and the courageous Emilio 
Gutierrez Herrero. At whatever cost to himself this man and 
his loyal comrades have attacked the triple. satanic creations 
of Jewry - Masonry. Communism. ·and Finance-Capitalism. For so 
doing, Gutierrez Herrero has undergone police persecution. 
detention. and now exile from his beloved Argentina. All this 
at the hands of a regime which was thought to be becoming one-
of-us. · 

With the greatest deliberation. we of the FRONT stand 
shoulder-to-shoulder with Gutierrez Herrero and the UNION 
CIVICA NACIONALISTA. Our aims are the same - OUR ENEMIES ARE 
THE SAME! 

A. Gannon 
FRONT LEADER 
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DOCTRINE OF FASCISM 
The considered statements of really great men are 

timeless. The following quotations have been extracted from 
the DOCTRINE OF FASCISM by Benito Mussolini, and from the 
appendix to that work:-

"Fascism sees in the world not only those superficiaL 
material aspects in which man appears as an individual, 
standing by himself, self-centred, subject to natural law 
which instinctively urges him toward a life of selfish 
momentary pleasure; it sees not only the individual but the 
nation and the country; individuals and generations bound 
together by a moral law with common traditions and a mission 
which suppressinq the instinct for life closed in a brief 
circle of -~leasure, builds up a higher life, founded on duty, 
a life free from limitations of time and space, in which the 
individual by self-sacrifice, the renunciation of self
interest, by death itself, can achieve that purely spiritual 
existence in which his value as a man exists." 

"Never before have the peoples thirsted for authority, 
direction, order, as they do now. If each age has its 
doctrine, then innumerable symptoms indicate that the doctrine 
of our age is the Fascist. That it is vital is shown by the 
fact that it has aroused a faith; that this faith has 
conquered souls is shown by the fact that Fascism can point to 
its fallen heroes and its martyrs." 
"Todav I hold that Fascism as an idea, a doctrine, a 
realisation, is universal; it is Italian in its particular 
institutions, but it is universal in the spirit, nor could it 
be otherwise. The spirit is universal by reason of its nature. 
Therefore anyone may foresee a Fascist Europe drawing 
inspiration for her institutions from the doctrine and 
practice of Fascism; Europe, in other words, giving a Fascist 
turn to the solution of problems which beset a modern State, 
the Twentieth Century State which is very different from the 
States existing before 1789, and the States framed immediately 
after. Today Fascism fulfills universal requirements, Fascism 
solves the threefold problem of relations between State and 
individual, between State and associations, between 
associations and organized associations." 

" ... Democratic regimes may be described as those under 
which the people are, from time to time, deluded into the 
belief that they exercise sovereignty, while all the time real 
sovereignty resides in and is exercised by other and sometimes 
irresponsible and secret forces. Democracy is a kingless 
regime infested by many kings who are sometimes more 
exclusive, tyrannical, and destructive than one, even if he be 
a tyrant." 

"I believe that... if a people wish to live they should 
develop a will-to-pwer, otherwise they vegetate, live 
miserably and become prey to a stronger people, in whom this 
will-to-pwer is developed to a higher degree." 

BELIEVE - OBEY - FIGHT ! 
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[THE LIE OF THE SIX MILLION) . 

Surely the greatest lie churned out by the Jewish 
propaganda factories is the allegation that National-Socialist 
Germany exterminated 6. 000,000 Jews. The very immensity of 
this lie was claculated to ensure its belief by the gullible 
masses. It has been slavishly repeated by all sections of the 
Yellow Press, whether allegedly socialist or avowedly 
capitalist, for more than six years. The idea behind the B~g 
Lie was to arouse popular hatred against the German Natiop, 
thus, facilitating the murder of the German leaders for 
alleged crimes against humanity by the.Jewish terror-machine, 
and the starvation and humiliation of the entire German 
people. 

on numerous occasions the truth has come out, and the Big 
Lie has been revealed in all its hollowness. Of course, these 
instances have been ignored by the Yellow Press, which hopes 
that the Big Lie can still be exploited for a few more year& 
In the course of the last month our attention has been drawn 
to two more significant statements bearing upon this issue. 
The first is extracted from THE BROOM of San Diego, Cal., USA, 
dated January 17, 1949, and reads:-

"AUFBAU, a Jewish weekly published in the German language 
in New York City, finally admits in its ANTI-ANTI column, 
written by Kurt Heller, December 24, that the whole story 
ab~ut Hitler killing six million Jews is pure 
f.abrication." 

The second is quoted in the CROSS and THE FLAG, St. Louis, 
Mo., USA, January 1951, and has been extracted from Lyr Clark 
Van Hyning's journal WOMEN'S VOICE, of USA. It reads:-

"In 1948 there were in the world 15,600,000 to 18,700,000 
Jews; according to Hanson W. Baldwin, who is a leading 
authority on matters relating to population. 

In 1938 there 
were in the world 15,688,259 Jews. These figures are from 
the WORLD ALMANAC, which figures were given to said 
publication by the American Jewish Committee and the 
Jewish Statistical Bureau of the Synagogues of America." 

Where are those 6,000,000 Jews who were murdered by 
Hitler? .... " 

******************* 

EUROPA NAZIONE 
The first issue of this new Italian journal 

contains a review of the book IMPERIUM, by Ulik Varange, 
written by Italy's greatest living authoritarian philosopher. 
Julius Evola. YOU MUST READ IMPERIUM! Order YOUR copy (2 
vols.) TODAY, price 12/6d., post free from BCM/Westropa Press. 
London, W. c .1. Ask for free resume of comment on this Book by 
famous Europeans. 
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ANNIVERSARY OF THE HEROES 
It is just seven years since the 

passing of the Duce and the Fuhrer and seven years in which 
the vindication of their policies has been complete. 

The physical death of Mussolini and Hitler has not 
diminished their dynamic presence. Gna-ter even in death than 
their pygmy-like would-be murderers are in life, their 
spiritual leadership lives on in the new Fascist movements of 
the present, reaching now far beyond the old national 
boundaries of the German Reich and the Italian Empire to 
embrace all Europe and the outposts of Europeansoverseas. 

Today many who were opposed to Hitler and Mussolini in 
their lifetime owing to the distortion of the truth and the 
mass-production of lies, now see through the mountain of 
perfidy and recongize the greatenss of their mission. 

In every Western land at this moment new Fascistmovements 
are operating, and in Germany, Italy and Austria these are of 
great strength, and are already on the eve of victory. To the 
future which will be as great as the momentarily interrupted 
past we give eternal salutes - HEIL HITLER I VIVA IL DUCE I 

L.F Simmons 
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WHAT THE FRONT IS FIGHTING FOR ! 

POINT 5: CLEANSING OF THE SOUL OF EUROPE FROM THE ETHICAL 
SYPHILIS OF HOLLYWOOD AND THE MARXIST BOLSHEVISM OF 
MOSCOW 

Who has never at times looked upon what passes for the 
youth of Britian, france, and the other administrative areas 
of Occupied Europe, and not despaired of the Futre? Did we not 
know in our hearts that this is NOT the Youth of Europe we 
should, -indeed, feel incurably saddened. Nevertheless, this 
pathological and retarded stratum is too serious to be 
ignored. Hagg-ridden with sex, shaking and twitching to the 
mechanistic afro-israeli cacaphony of bebop, reefer-doped and 
alcohol-stewed, this motley group of long-haired males and 
short-haired females requires ~ AND WILL RECEIVE - a major 
operation. In this group God has been replaced by Lust, the 
Priest by the Psycho-analyst. the Hero and Heroine ·by the 
promiscuous Lounge-lizard and the glittering Harlot. Ji'or all 



of these things Jewish Hollywood is responsible. This doctrine 
of decadence and degeneration has been preached without pa~se 
since Hollywood began. Its objective has been th~ seduction of 
the youth from the stern selfless, patriotic tasks which 
constitute the duty of each generation. 

More readily understood, and therefore not as dangerous, 
is the virus of Jewish Bolshevism. Here the destruction of 
religion, patriotism, tradition, has been open and blatant and 
has aroused a strong reaction. Very few people in any European 
land fail to recognise the [ ... ?] of Bolshevism; and short of 
European occupation by the Red Army it has no possibility of 
establishing itself openly on any governmental level. What is 
not so well understood is the FACT that Bolshevism is the 
technical spearhead of the Jew-organised Coloured ·Revolution -
the revolution of asiatics and negroes to destroy the West. 
against the demoralization of Jewish Hollywood and the 
barbarism of Jewish Bolshevism we oppose the uncoqnuerable 
spirit of white, christian Europe. 
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AMERICA'S TWO POLITICAL FACTIONS 
by ULIK VARANGE 

(Continued from Issue No. 22) 
It was the military faction which insisted on the 

economic help to the Serbian butcher Tito, whose revolt 
against Moscow occurred through no connivance of the 
Washington regime, and who was at first denounced in the 
American press. It was the military faction which insisted on 
the imposition of a war-alliance on Greece and Turkey. It was 
the military faction which intervened in Korea -- it will be 
remembered that Acheson . refused all comment during the early 
days of the war in Korea, for his communist.faction was still 
fighting hard against American intervention. It is the 
military faction which is still fighting for the imposition of 
ari alliance on Spain, and the Communist faction continues to 
sabotage all efforts to make thls alliance real. 

With the knowledge of the existence. the identity. and 
the interests of these two factions. the otherwise insoluble 
riddle of American policy becomes clear. Thus in the Russian 
blockade of Berlin, summer 1948. the military faction wanted 
to send American convoys through. This of course would have 
brought about a political defeat for Russia, since the 
Russians were in no position to challenge such a military 
demonstration. Therefor the Communist faction in Washington 
threw all its weight against such a move. The final result was 
the "air-lift", a compromise between the two factions, which 
saved Russia's face and destroyed American military prestige 
in Europe. Europeans no longer believe, even the democrats and 
America lovers. that America has either the will or the guts 
to oppose Russia. It is the military faction, again, which is 
reoccupying prostrate Europe and going through the forms of 
rebuilding European military forces. including a German Army. 
And it is the Communist faction which opposes, now openly, in 
debate and propaganda. now secretly. in sabotage and 

undermining all these measures. Here is manifest the terrible 
weakness of this politically-unconscious military faction: at 

--



the very head of its wish-thinking so-called European army it 
allows the enemy Eisenhower to make [two lines 
unintelligible). · 
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history to the Jewish-Communist faction. and he could no 
more be relied upon to fight Russia than could Nehru or 
Togliatti. 

The Communist faction ties the hands of the American 
forces in the Chinese War. refuses to use superior atomic 
weapons against the Communist enemy. and talks even now. in 
the American press. of the wisdom and expediency of extending 
diplomatic recognition to China in the middle of a war. 
Similarly. during the " air-lift". friendly diplomatic 
conversations continually went on between Communists from 
Moscow and State Department Communists from Washington. to 
keep everything within bounds and make sure that all incidents 
would be minimized in order to assure Russia's diplomatic 
victory. 

The only question of interest to us is what is the 
significance of these two factions to Europe? the objective of 
the Communist-Jewish faction is the destruction of the Western 
Civilization. including America. The military faction has no 
political objective whatever; its purely military objective is 
preparation of a successful war against Russia. securing in 
the process all possible strong points and bases. and 
utilizing to bring about its victory the man-power of Europe. 
In its official doctrinal publications, this faction has 
referred to the former nations of Europe as "pawns" in the 
war-front against Russia. The military faction at the moment 
is stronger than it has been at any time since the war, as 
shown by its forcing through the Spanish rapproachment and by 
its progressive reoccupation of Europe. Its conception of 
Europe is a heavily industrialized area of a numerous 
population, politically and spiritually will-less, whose only 
rational formation is that of a group of mutually hostile 
protectorates, united only in common &llegiance to America. 
Europe's main function in this estimate is that of furnishing 
military support -- principally in man-power -- to the plans 
of the American generalate in its self-imposed task of 
conquering the world. Pari passu with the American 
reoccupation of Europe proceeds an intensification of the 
persecution of European nationalist elements: in France and 
Belgium the secret police are ordered by the American colonial 
administration to discover "plots" and make arrests; in Rome 
35 are arrested by the churchill regime; in Germany a new wave 
of repression is begun by the local churchill Adenauer. All 
this is testimony to the spiritual leadership of the 
Liberation Front, the first European nationalist organization, 
whose policy is gradually being adopted all over Europe by the 
elements of tomorrow, and is therefore being attacked all the 
more bitterly by the elements of yesterday. 

Both factions mean the subjection of Europe. Both mean 
the thwarting of its organic destiny; both are animated by 
jealousy of Europe and the wish to prevent the coming Imperium 
of Europe. Future developments in the intensifying struggle 
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between these two factions are unpredictable. II:! no case can 
Europeans play the role of spectators in a foreign struggle 
rather than actors in the poetry of their own destiny. Let no 
misguided t>uropean beguile himself into an utterly misplaced 
sympathy with the American generalate as an American 
nationalist group, for this it most certainly is not. lt is no 
more nationalist than is the Ford assembly line at Dearborn. 
nationalist means: placing the interests of one's nation 
before the interests of a class and before the interests of 
other nations: it is a political word, and in the political 
realm, it cannot be repeated too often, the American 
generalate is unconscious. lt would as soon fight Europe as 
China -- in fact a comparison of American tactics in 1941-45 
and in 1950-51 indicate it would rather fight Europe; it would 
as soon bombard London as Peking [?] • Buenos Aires as Moscow. 
these generals are not men of the stamp of Moltke, Schlieffen, 
and Clausowitz, but rather of the stamp of Henry Ford. their 
contribution to warfare is the assembly line; their military 
faith is not in morale, love of Fatherland, and iron 
discipline, but the belief that with enough industrial 
production Destiny itself can be set aside and History be made 
to come out the end of a tube. 

The true American nationalism is not constituted as a 
party, nor a faction. and not even yet as a movement. It is 
still a mere feeling distributed among a certain spiritual 
level of the American population: This American nationalism is 
a spirit that recognizes America's colonial 
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status vis-a-vis Europe, that has no wish to destroy the 
mother-soil and father-culture of Europe, that could be 
counted upon always to assist Europe against Asia and the 
wo'rld Coloured Revolution. This America still existed 
politically in 1900 and in that year sent an expeditionary 
force to China. there to act in concert with European forces, 
in the crushing of the Boxer Rebellion, the whole under the 
command of a German field marshal. But at this critical moment 
of our Destiny, this America has no political existence. 
Europe cannot look to it for hope, leaderless, unorganized, 
unconscious as it is. 

Friendless and alone, Europe is thrown upon its own 
resources for its own salvation. But these resources are 
mightier than all the accumulations of matter, and biological 
units to operate the ·matter of which the E:~nemy disposes. In 
addition to its unassailable superior! ty iri will. instincts. 
and intelligence. Europe possesses within it that which the 
enemy cannot even understand. the invincibile Destiny of the 
Western Civilization. The arrogant products of America's human 
assembly line who call themselves at present the Allied High 
command have no past, they contain no unifying Inner 
Imperative, no Idea, they represent no Nation and no State, 
they have no future. 

At this moment both of America's factions are the enemy 
of Europe. 

Europe will not fight under the banner of its enemy. 



EUROPE VS. ISRAEL 
HERBERT KUEHNE 
Rip de Janeiro, Brasil. 

In a time like the ·present, in which cant and hypocrisy 
allied with decadence and incompetence are stultifying a world 
which God planned better, it is worth while to seek out an 
honest viewpoint. 

In the [ ... ?] a widely read evening paper of Rio de 
Janeiro, there appeared in the final edition of 
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January lOth, 1952, an AFP despacth from Jerusalem, which 
ought to be brought to the attention of every European. 

The despatch, freely but faithfully translated, reads as 
follows: 

WE WILL DESTROY ANY ENVOY AND DESTROY ANY GERMAN GOODS 
Jerusalem, January lOth (AFPJ The spokesman of a group 

of former members of Irgun Zwi Leumi and the stern Gang 
(hitherto non-political) declared today to a journalist of 
"France-Presses" that "any diplomatic representative or 
plenipotentiary for trade negotiations of Eastern or Western 
Germany, who sets foot on the soil of Israel will be treated 
as a war criminal, condemned and stuck like a pig." 

The spokesman addeed: "We have no connection with any 
political party, but we shall never endure any connection 
between Israel and Germany, and if need be we shall resort to 
terror. 

"Every German product that may come into Israel will be 
seized and destroyed, even it is already in the course of 
trade. We most earnestly warn all Israelitic firms not to 
enter into any commercial relations with West or East 
Germany." 

It is lamentable that the so-called leaders of occupied 
Germany cannot muster up even a fraction of the attitude which 
characterizes the leading men of the operetta ptate of Israel. 
the whole situation becomes most interesting when one 
remembers that present-day Germany counts great numbers of 
Jews in its highest places. Is the unvarnished Israeli threat 
also against these, or are only non-Jews included? 

This Jewish attitude neither surprises nor frightens us. 
We are grateful for its frankness -- but how can Messrs. Heuss 
and Adenauer now be [ ... ?] ? Perhaps they will notice the 
practical implications which lie hidden in this Jewish 
emotional outburst? 

The "German"(?) Foreign Office can prescribe a holiday 
in Israel for its used-up diplomats, or for those gentlemen 
approaching the age of retirement. This will result in a great 
saving for the Reich, and will in no way injure the interests 
of Germany, for on the one hand 
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the "German" Foreign Office does not dare to pursue a German 
policy, and on the other hand there are no politicians at the 
helm who would even know how to pursue such a policy! 

oooOOOooo 

FROM THE PROCLAMATION OF LONDON 
The message of Hollywood is the total significance of the 

isolated individual. stateless and rootless, outside of 
society and family, whose life is simply the pursuit of money 
and erotic pleasure. It is not the normal healthy love of man 
and wife bound together by many children that Hollywood 
preaches. but a diseased erotic- for-its-own-sake. the sexual 
love of two grains of human sand. superficial and impermanent. 
Before this highest of all Hollywood's values everything else 
must stand aside: marriage, honour, duty, patriotism. 
sternness. dedication of self to a higher aim. This ghastly 
distortion of the sexual life has created the erotomania which 
obsesses its millions of victims in America, and which has now 
been brought to the mother soil of tiurope by the American 
invasion. 

This condition of dengeneration. so widespread in America. 
with its colonial lack of resistance to culture-disease. and 
so threatening to Europe under the present American 
domination. has not arisen by accident. A century ago the 
liberal-communist-democrat Karl Marx and his coterie 
formulated as their programme the destruction of the family, 
of marriage. and of the Fatherland. They declared a horizontal 
war against the Western Civilization. affirming their aim of 
disintegrating all social, cultural, and political forms. 
America is their programme in process of actulaization. and 
its example shows Europe what the liberal-communist-democratic 
regime of culture-distortion is preparing for it during the 
coming generations. 

oooOOOooo 
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